Wordscapes level 4124 answers
Wordscapes level 4124 in the Shore Group and Bank Pack contains 14 words
and the letters BCDEIL making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 53 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 48,090 words and 199,028 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
DICE, ICED, LIED, DELI, IDLE, BILE, BLED, LICE, BIDE, BLEED, CELEB, EDIBLE,
BELIED, DECIBEL.
The extra or bonus words are:
DEL, BLEE, CEIL, DECILE, EEL, ELIDE, LEI, DEI, CEE, LEE, DEE, BID, LEED, LIB,
CEL, CID, DEIL, DIB, DEB, LID, BICE, DEICE, LEDE, DEBE, CEILED, BED, ICE,
LIE, BEEDI, DIEB, IDE, LED, EILD, DIE, ELD, DIEL, BEE, IDEE, DELE, BEDEL,
EDILE, CEDI, BEDE, CEBID, BIELD, DEBEL, CEDE, BELIE, EIDE, DEBILE, DELICE,
CIEL, BEL.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4124
DICE - Plural form of die.
ICED - With ice added.
LIED - An art song, sung in German and accompanied on the piano.
DELI - A shop that sells cooked or prepared food ready for serving.
IDLE - Empty, vacant.
BILE - A bitter brownish-yellow or greenish-yellow secretion produced by the liver, s
tored in the gall bladder, and discharged into the duodenum where it aids the process
of digestion.
BLED - Simple past tense and past participle of bleed.
LICE - Plural form of louse.
BIDE - (chiefly dialectal) To bear; to endure; to tolerate.
BLEED - To lose blood through an injured blood vessel.
CELEB - A celebrity; a famous person.
EDIBLE - That can be eaten without harm; non-toxic to humans; suitable for consumptio
n.
BELIED - Simple past tense and past participle of belie.
DECIBEL - A common measure of sound intensity that is one tenth of a bel on the logar
ithmic intensity scale. It is defined as dB = 10 * log10(P 1/P 2), where P1 and P2 ar
e the relative powers of the sound.

